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Abstract— Previous investigations into detecting mental ill-ness through social media have predominately focused on detecting depression through 

Twitter corpora (De Choudhury et al., 2013; Resnik et al., 2015; Pedersen, 2015). We build a substantial data set of typical and anxiety related posts, 

and we apply N-gram language modelling, vector embeddings, topic analysis, and emotional norms to generate features that accurately identify the 

reason for stress. Artificial intelligence (AI) technologies and techniques have useful purposes in every domain of mental health care including clinical 

decision-making, treatments, assessment, self-care, mental health care management and more. This project involves an AI based Expert System which 

can significantly contribute to improving mental health of an individual to lead a better life without any stress or melancholy. The expert system provides 

expert advice and therapy to overcome negative thoughts. This project can also help to reduce the number of suicides caused due to extreme depression. 

It provides private online healthcare guidance and support where the app can serve the role of a clinician or a psychotherapist. Recent advances in 

artificial intelligence are providing an unprecedented ability of online mental health care research and clinical organizations to collect and analyse data 

that is broader in scope. This project provides a system capable of calculating the anxiety reason using LDA. It sends an alert mail to users’ acquaintance 

thereby preventing the user from causing harm to himself. It tries to imbibe happy thoughts and optimism into the user. Thus, this system can have a 

meaningful impact on people’s lives by improving their mental health. Anxiety disorders represent a widespread illness. Those affected with initial 

symptoms usually seek the help of their family doctor. In many cases, considerable time passes before the diagnosis has been established and specialised 

treatment applied, with the result that chronification is furthered. Physical symptoms of an anxiety disorder, and fears of contracting somatic disease 

are almost always the first to be described. In patients abusing alcohol and/or hypnotics consideration must always be given to an anxiety disorder. 

Previously existing symptoms almost always include depressive moods or avoidance behaviour. Stressful life events and other psychosocial stressful 

factors may also point the way to the early diagnosis of an anxiety disorder.    
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I. INTRODUCTION    
    

Anxiety disorders include a family of conditions characterized by excessive fear, emotional responses to real or perceived threats, and worry in    

anticipation of future threats. Common forms of anxiety include generalized anxiety, social anxiety, health anxiety, and panic attacks (American Psychiatric 

Association, 2013). The World Health Organization estimates the 12-month prevalence of anxiety disorders to be 26.4% in the United States (Demyttenaere et 

al., 2004). In adolescents aged 13-18, anxiety disorders are the most common condition with a lifetime prevalence of 31.9% for all anxiety disorders and 8.9% for 

severe anxiety disorders (Merikangas et al., 2010). Anxiety disorders are primarily diagnosed by physicians or psychologists, but 77% of counties in the United 

States have a severe shortage of psychiatrists and non-prescribing mental health providers such as psychiatric nurses, social workers, licensed professionals, 

counselors, and marriage and family therapists (Thomas et al., 2009). Given the high prevalence of these disorders, and the shortage of relevant mental health 

professionals, there is an urgent need for mental health detection tools that are scalable to large populations, and that can be made widely accessible. In particular, 

the high prevalence of anxiety disorders in adolescents motivates building these screening tools on emerging social media and communication platforms. As per 

a survey by WHO in 2016, close to 800,000 people die due to suicide every year and there are many more who attempt suicide. Hence, many millions of people 

are affected or experience suicide bereavement every year. Suicide occurs throughout the lifespan and is the second leading cause of death among 15-29-year-old 

globally. Suicide is a global phenomenon in all regions of the world; in fact, 78% of global suicide occurred in low- and middle-income countries in 2015. Suicide 

accounted for 1.4% of all deaths worldwide, making it the 17th leading cause of death in 2015. In India, over 5 crore people suffer from depression. Every 3 

seconds a person attempts to die in India. A number of people of all age groups suffer from melancholy due to various reasons. As extreme depression may lead 

to suicidal thoughts, there is a need of an app which will help to reduce the depression and mental stress thereby combating the suicide rate. Looking at the severity 

of mental illness, there is a need of some application which can act as your mental health care companion. An application that can handle whatever life throws at 

you and helps you live the best life you can. We need an application which will help people to deal with depression, anxiety, social distress, relationship stress, 

career stress, body image, loneliness. Various technologies like Artificial Intelligence, Expert System, Fuzzy Logic can be used in making such an application. 

Artificial intelligence (AI) based tools hold potential to extend the current capabilities of clinicians, to deal with complex problems and ever-expanding information 

streams that stretch the limits of human ability. The (treatment) choices we make change what we observe (clinically, or otherwise), which changes future choices, 

which affects future observations, and so forth. As humans (clinicians or otherwise), we leverage this fact every day to act “intelligently” in our environment. To 

best assist us, our clinical computing tools should approximate the same process. Such an approach ties to future developments across the broader healthcare 

space, e.g., cognitive computing. Expert system is a branch of Artificial Intelligence which offers benefits in many areas of health care. The system allows experts 

without experience of computers to build and evaluate complex disease models or psychiatric schedules which condense symptoms, pathological factors and 
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social factors into international disease classifications. The knowledge of human expert system in the area of mental ill and disorder is transformed and often 

encoded into the knowledge base using a LDA and then provide the severity of any particular disorder.    

    

A. EXISTING SYSTEM:    
    

Psychotherapy, or talk therapy, is a way to help people with a broad variety of mental illnesses and emotional difficulties. Psychotherapy can help    

eliminate or control troubling symptoms so a person can function better and can increase well-being and healing. Problems helped by psychotherapy include 

difficulties in coping with daily life; the impact of trauma, medical illness or loss, like the death of a loved one; and specific mental disorders, like depression or 

anxiety. There are several different types of psychotherapy and some types may work better with certain problems or issues. Psychotherapy may be used in 

combination with medication or other therapies. [3]    

    

B. PROBLEM DEFINITION:    
    

People often feel left out from the world and need someone with whom they can talk. One who listens to them, treats them as any other but not    

different. Therapy is one of the things that can help a person deal with the things going on in his/her life. But, the fears of judgment by the society people do not 

choose therapy. A myth has been created about therapy. People around you assume that you have a psychology issue or that you have gone crazy of some sort. 

There are not many options left as you might think that the society will judge you if you tell them about your problems, or it won’t be considered a problem as 

such by others.    

    

II. METHODOLOGY    

A. WORKING:    
    
1. Patient registration    

2. Patient login    

3. Patient will enter sentence    

4. LDA will get apply to find the reason    

5. Predict anxiety level of patient from sentence Patient can view anxiety level 6.  Send mail to patient relative and admin Patient can view guidelines    

    
    
    

  
        

                                                                      Fig. 1.  System architecture and explanation    

    

B. DATASET:    
    

The dataset of this project comprises of survey responses that are collected using the Survey feedback. A total of about 100 feedback were collected    

for generating the training and test dataset. A ratio of 80:20 has been adopted for splitting the data collected into training and test dataset. Two word-list were 

compiled for the training and test datasets. The training word-list comprised of curated list of words suggesting depression, parental, relationship, social life 

addiction and health issues. For the test dataset, responses of various students were collected at random which included components that were considered as neutral 

and negative.    

    

C. LATENT DIRICHLET ALLOCATION (LDA):    
    

LDA or latent Dirichlet allocation is a generative probabilistic model of a collection of composites made up of parts. In terms of topic modelling, the    

composites are documents and the parts are words and/or phrases (n-grams). But you could apply LDA to DNA and nucleotides, pizzas and toppings, molecules 

and atoms, employees and skills, or keyboards and crumbs. The probabilistic topic model estimated by LDA consists of two tables (matrices). The first table 
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describes the probability or chance of selecting a particular part when sampling a particular topic (category). The second table describes the chance of selecting a 

particular topic when sampling a particular document or composite.     The LDA algorithm assumes your composites were gene rated like so:    

1. Pick your unique set of parts.    

2. Pick how many composites you want.    

3. Pick how many parts you want per each composite (sample from a Poisson distribution).    

4. Pick how many topics (categories) you want.    

5. Pick a number between not zero and positive infinity and call it alpha.    

6. Pick a number between not zero and positive infinity and call it beta.    

7. Build the parts versus the topics table. For each column, draw a sample (spin the wheel) from a Dirichlet distribution (a distribution of 

distributions) using       beta as the input. Each sample will fill out each column in the table, sum to one, and give the probabilit  y of each part per 

topic (column).    

8. Build the composites versus the topics table. For each row, draw a sample from a Dirichlet distribution using alpha as the input. Each sample will 

fill out      each row in the table, sum to one, and give the probability   of each topic (column) per composite.    

9. Build the actual composites. For each composite    

• look up its row in the composites versus topics table    

• sample a topic based on the probabilities in the row    

• go to the parts versus topics table    

• look up the topic sampled    

• sample a part based on the probabilities in the column •  repeat from step 2 until you’ve reached how many parts •  this composite 

was set to have.    
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Fig. 2. Generation of Training and Testing set    

    

D. SYSTEM OVERVIEW     
    

1. The user will have to Login In to his/her account verifying the credentials.    

2. After Successful Log In, the User will have to enter a detailed problem statement describing his/her problem.    

3. The application will categorize the user into a particular class based on the problem statement entered by the user.    

4. Once the user is categorized, the application will provide the user with a set of questions which will be related to the problem faced by the user.    

5. Based on all the responses a step by step therapy solution would be provided to the user.    

6. A level of depression would be set exceeding which an alert would be sent to the admin and a therapist would be recommended to the user in the 

case.    
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                                                                                           Fig.  3.    Project  Activity  

Diagram    

    
    
    
    
    

III. CONCLUSIONS    
In this paper, we try to help the users who are having problems in their life, by analysing the response and the feedback they give to the application and then 
providing with a proper solution to it. Extraction of Keywords from the response (Survey) is really necessary as there are many spams and unnecessary 
responses. Classification algorithm help in categorizing the responses according to the various factors relating to depression. The survey conducted gives us 
satisfactory sentiment classification which can be achieved using this approach. Using the training set derived from the survey we train the machine which in 
turn tries to generate a reply for the user. Since giving a proper response to the user in such critical condition is very necessary the machine will generate the 
reply according to it. After all this process the application gives an appropriate response to the user.    
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